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Intersections: A Translator's Thoughts on
Hong Kong Literature
文化交匯---- 個譯者看香港文學
For the topic of the conference "Modern Chinese Literature in a Global Context," I
have made the choice not to investigate contents and themes directly, but to consider
linguistic expression in the literature of Hong Kong. In my view, language includes
many things, such as thoughts, content, aesthetics, culture and personal use by a writer.
In addition, through the vitality of a language, we can observe the dynamism of think
ing and the lively existence of a culture. This point may be particularly important if
the global context is considered as erasing the differences around the world, in the field
of languages and the domain of contents， and when somehow a consensus is developing concerning contemporary, or even post-modernist, discomfort in existence.
How do Hong Kong writers involve themselves in writing? More precisely —
since I shall rely on their creative works, not on their theoretical essays, which by the
way, are not very numerous—
—how is Chinese language used and how might it consti
tute a challenge for them? That is the set of questions that I endeavor to explore in this
paper, keeping in mind the specificity of Hong Kong — a place where cultural trends
are mixing and are coexisting with classical and modern Chinese language, and also
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with the presence and the influence of Western languages, in particular English.
I
shall also refer to the fact that, apart from the linguistic and literature fields,
other aesthetic domains influence the creative spirit of Hong Kong writers.1
"Intersections," the word that I use as the title for my paper, is an allusion to Liu Yichang
劉 以 鬯 ， a Hong Kong writer who has written a short story with this title in its English
rendition. The Chinese title is ”Dufdao’，對 倒 .2 And the French version is
Words and meanings sometimes converge, and sometimes exhibit some differences
among several languages. Indeed, Liu himself creates intersections in his writings: He
is mixing up various styles and aesthetic worlds, as we shall see later.
This is an intersection for me. I am French and I stxidy the Chinese language. For
more than fifteen years, I have been interested in contemporary mainland Chinese
literature; and for seven years, I have been delving into Hong Kong literature. As a
scholar whose field is literature, I do my research in an approach complementary to the
translation of the words. In this process of intersection, I must keep in mind that I am
also working in the French language and literature domain. Part of this task, in my
view, may be to bring out, through the French language, some feelings, images and
ways of expression that are important in Chinese literary language.
Finally, I should note that today I am speaking in English. This choice partly
reflects my feeling of being a little bit out of phase, used to mainland Chinese writings
and reading now Hong Kong ones. It reveals also the difference between oral and writ
ten languages. Since we are here in the realm of oral expression, I speak in English.
This situation is the proof of my embarrassment, of my position as an outsider. I
would not do it in the realm of written literary texts: In the translation process, it is
impossible to go through an intermediary language to render ways of expression,
musicality and the rhythm of a piece of writing. In this maze of intersections, I would
mention that English marks are quite real in Hong Kong, including in the stories writ
ten in Chinese. Hence, I have the feeling that I may not be so marginal when using
English here.
I apologize for focusing so much on myself, but some of the topics that have been
proposed to the participants of the conference have requested it. The task of translation,
the inherent close attention which is paid to the text, following reception into another
language, leads the translator to analyze the articulations of thinking and of language
1 Annie Curien and Francis Mizio, eds,, Hong Kong: opproches iitteroires [Hong Kong;
Literary Approaches] (Paris: Editions You Feng, 2004) 147,
2 Liu Yichang 劉以S, Du/’dao 對 倒 [/nfersect/ons] (Hong Kong: Holdery Publishing Enterprises Ltd,,
2000 ) ,

in a work in order to point out its very originality.
The belief which lies at the beginning of this study — and its confirmation at
the end — is that not everything is disappearing into a global mode, which could be
too quickly seen as swallowing 仕te local and cultural identities. The case of Hong
Kong literature will show that there is no fixed state, and that writings, in their cre
ative phase and later in their translated new versions, are moving and going through a
whole and complex process.
During the process of discovering Hong Kong literature, while reading stories
written in a wide historical range from the 60s until now, one of my first impressions
was strangeness. Strangeness firstly for the atmosphere: Protagonists often appear as
enclosed in small places, narrow flats and even enclosed in themselves. Consequently,
their aspirations drive them outside. Feelings of floating and hesitation are expressed.
I note that in the works that I have read — I do not intend to make any excessive
generalization—the narrative proceeds in discontinuities， in a succession of sequences.
At first glance, I did not particularly notice the style as a highly literary one 一 and
that does not mean that it is not an interesting one. Maybe it means that this style does
not totally look like the one, or the ones, I am more used to reading in mainland Chinese
literature as well as in Western literatures. In particular， in a lot of works I see the
influence of journalism, an activity widely practiced in Hong Kong by highly literary
writers as well. I suppose it may be difficult for one to earn his or*her living as a writer
and as a journalist, but on the other hand I see this proximity of activities as a chal
lenge for writing. This device implies rapidity of reaction to one's environment, concise writing and attention to the reader’s interests. Those points which were existent in
Western literatures in the past centuries do not seem to be of such importance, for
instance， in France today — actually， it leads sometimes to a phenomenon in which a
writer is cut off from social reality, or it produces "minimalist" works, sophisticated
writings, trash literature and other kinds of rather narrow explorations. Those char
acteristics which were initially striking to me, and which still impress me, appeared to
me much more complicated at second glance, as I involved myself in the translation
process.
In short, while I underlined modern elements in the preliminary reading of Hong
Kong writings, in the second step, through the necessarily slow process of interpreting
and translating the texts, I improved my understanding of the work done on the Chi
nese language itself. I see this work as proceeding in at least two directions. One direc
tion is the presence of classical expressions 一 Chinese characters and the structure
inherited from classical Chinese, numerous colloquial expressions and proverbs, many

chengyu A t# (idioms) too, which altogether bring proof of the attachment of the
writers to their "classical tool": the Chinese language. But things are complex, and this
level itself may intermingle with colloquial Cantonese expressions. The second direc
tion is the influence of Western, mostly English, language sources on the Chinese style
of some writers.
Hong Kong is known to be a place where people come and go. In the literary field,
we can see the coexistence of several generations of writers, with their specific
components, and with their own geographical history. The phenomenon of a generation gap does exist in China, where the fact that one is born in this or that time has a
large bearing on onefs respective cultural and literary formation. But I think that in
Hong Kong, diversity is more important, maybe more significant, because of the vari
ous geographical and cultural experiences of the writers. Of course, the fact that
Cantonese is spoken in the territory, and also English, has helped create an atmo
sphere in the literary field quite a bit different from the mood in China, where the use
of putongtuia and perhaps also the use of simplified characters, may be seen as constricting various and complex expressions.
In that regard, it seems to me that the word "stratigraphy" is appropriate to de
scribe Hong Kong literature. Stratigraphy in place: Is the writer a Hong Kong born
person? Did s/he come from China? From Taiwan? From Indonesia? Has s/he left
Hong Kong for some years to study abroad，probably in the United States? And stratigraphy in time: Has the writer lived in Shanghai during the Republican Period? Has s/
he experienced the Cultural Revolution? Was s/he active in the Hong Kong literaryscene in the sixties?
After these remarks on the, at least, dual entity of Hong Kong literature from the
point of view of language — a constant and deep relationship with classical Chinese
language, far from the Maoist simplified expression and an aspiration toward, as well
as an influence from, English language—I would like to investigate how the junction,
or the crossing, between heterogeneous elements contributes to the creation of what I
see as very original writings.
First, I shall examine two short stories in which the spatial context is quite
meaningful These stories are
浮城説、
異 （"Marvels of a Floating City”
)，
written in 1986 by Xi Xi 西西;3 and "Chao力’
a " 吵 架 （'’Bust Up”)， written in 1969, and
published in a new version in 1980 by Liu Yichang.34Both of these writers were born in
3 See He Fu「en 何福仁 ed.//A7麵 n 西 西 卷 (Hong Kong: joint Publishing Co., 1992).
4 See Liu Yichang 劉以S, ed. /_/u V7c/?ang_/’uan劉以鬯卷 [H/〇r/cs by /_/(；V7dia叩] (Hong Kong:」oint
Publishing Co., 1991.

Shanghai: Xi Xi, as a teenager, arrived in Hong Kong in 1950; Liu Yichang was a university student in Shanghai and worked as a journalist before he came to Hong Kong
in 1948.
"Marvels of a Floating City’’describes an allegorical life in something like a balloon hanging in the sky above a city, with inhabitants, buildings, but also with the sky,
sea and earth as surroundings. It was published in serial form. In fact, it is constructed
of thirteen short writings, each of them being brought out by the observation of a
painting by Magritte. People who live in the balloon ask themselves all kinds of ques
tions regarding their lives, their work, the city of Hong Kong, the eventual return of
Hong Kong to China, and they consider themes such as conformity, obedience, dreams
and abnormality. The writing of the set is very modern in its conception. For instance,
the reader is able to enter one chapter before another without linear progression. In
addition， the very process of writing literature by inspiration from paintings， by a
Western painter, is insightful. At the end of the cycle, it seems that everything can be
seen and read in a retrospective way, for in the last scene, while Xi Xi describes the
close relationship between the protagonists inside the painting, Hongkongese people
and us as readers, she seems to invite people to reconsider the whole process. The
images and the Western paintings stand as an initiating factor for writing; they also
attest to the fact that through Chinese characters a similar atmosphere can be reached.
But, behind the apparent discontinuity — the succession of paintings and writings,
the spirit of hesitation and dissatisfaction 一 which attempts to convey contemporary
feelings, it may be the more allusive and unclear continuity of the work that finally is
most striking. I have mentioned how it works at the picture level. I would now like to
examine it with regard to the use of Chinese language.
The style is indebted to the classical Chinese language. Many proverbs and ex
pressions are used, and the rhythm of the sentences is aphoristic, containing many
parallelisms in expression. For one who has mostly translated works by mainland
Chinese writers, this innovative and probably uneasy combination of classical Chinese
and Western views seems quite new. It looks as if the exploration of Western ap
proaches requires a kind of stability and development within the Chinese language.
I shall give an example: While sadness, loneliness and other feelings of melan
choly are expressed in the narrative, we can sometimes observe, with the help of the
Chinese characters, the progressive and allusive evocation of poetic images, with the
repeated mention of birds, wings, dreams, lightness and the desire to fly. Through the
visual representation of the Chinese characters, we can see a more positive representa
tion of humanity, or at least of human feeling, through sensitivity and subjectivity

rather than a primary level of reading the story might have instilled (first impressions
often tend to be distancing and cold).
This story is about a hanging balloon upon a closed and apathetic city. Is the
resort to painting a necessity or an asset for the writer who probably wishes to draw
something decorative for the contemporary times, by relying on a mythical dimension,
and by writing something like a modern legend? And，incidentally， is the constant
concern for the high and low variations of the balloon perhaps somehow linked to the
use of Chinese characters in vertical lines in Hong Kong?
In his story "Bust Up," Liu Yichang also amazingly emphasizes the vertical
process. In this very short writing， he relates an atmosphere in a room of a flat without
any protagonists, but with the help of numerous items of life, many signs and symbols.
All of them are given life in order to describe the situation which results from a quarrel
between a man and a woman, and which will lead to explosion, for the wife has gone.
Pictures hanging on the wall, furniture and so on are a mixture of dong ^ (Oriental)
and xi ® (Western) values, which coexist in the flat, sometimes not in an aesthetically
pleasing way. Now, with the quarrel, all kinds of objects are broken: they have felt,
they have glided, they have been thrown away... In the atmosphere of breakage, the
dynamic vertical movement prevails.
The originality of this short story is strong. In the words of the writer himself, it
is an experimental work. It may remind us of the French Nouveau Roman. On the
other hand, the use of the Chinese language, as in Xi Xi's writing, situates us inside the
Chinese language， in a very pure and classical style， with short and efficient syntax ，
through a play with xushi M. ^ (emptiness and fullness).
There are many references to Chinese culture, from Beijing opera masks to liter
ary quotations. Liu Yichang also takes advantage of the ambiguity of the Chinese
language through his use of the passive and active forms. Here, the objects are the
protagonists.
The contemporary context of material life that is particularly evident in a com
mercial city like Hong Kong is described in an experimental way which may have been
influenced by some foreign writers and strengthened by the very possibilities of the
Chinese language.
Here again， as with Xi Xi's writing， it seems to me the interest in foreign expressions does not sever the writer from his/her own culture and language， but on the
contrary, curiosity with the West leads him/her to develop his/her exploration inside
the Chinese language. The following is a short but amazing example. The mood of
broken things and broken hearts is at once allusively expressed by Liu Yichang through

the presence in the room of an antique porcelain that remnant of old China which
offers slight breaks after the firing process.
I shall now discuss two other stories in which the perception and the representa
tion of space are interesting from another point of view. One was written in 1984 by
Tao Ran陶然，and it is entitlecTHai dezfmfn”海的子民 （"People of the Sea”)，5and the
other one, also written that year, was written by Hai Xin
and its title is "Shatan
de cai/ou'f 沙難的彩樓 （"Colored House on the Beach”).6
Tao Ran was born in Indonesia, studied at a university in Beijing and in 1973
arrived in Hong Kong. As for Hai Xin, he is from Guangdong province and came to
Hong Kong when he was eighteen years old; he has a particular fascination with Hong
Kong fishing villages. As a result, he does worry about the destruction of them and
their replacement — with all the implied changes of human values — by anonymous
huge buildings under economic and commercial pressure.
In these two stories, the writing is not as abstracted as it appears in those written
by Liu Yichang and Xi Xi. The space is not enclosed in a "bubble"; it is opened to the
sea, for Tao Ran， and to the villages and the sea again， for Hai Xin_ Another major
difference lies in their respective narrative methods: Both Tao Ran and Hai Xin relate a
story with progression (even if the flashback technique is used) and with men and
women as real protagonists. The two works — as with those by Liu Yichang and
Xi Xi — begin with and return to the principal narrative, the setting for the "decor."
The sentences do not have verbs， but have only indications of space and time. This
kind of introduction, this style of writing, may have some links with the writing pro
cess for newspapers and magazines, which emphasizes brevity and the presentation
of information over action or other elements. In its conciseness and its ability to create
allusive images, it is reminiscent of classical writing in Chinese literature, landscape
poems or especially sanwen 散 文 (proses).
In these two stories, one element that contributes to the progressive development
of the narrative is not painting as we said before, but music. In "People of the Sea," Tao
Ran relates the drama of boat people with a floating feeling on the sea in their journey
to exile, with pirate attacks, with savage deaths in the ocean. He describes these scenes

5 See Feng Weicai 馮偉才,ed. A7a/^a/igduanp/anx/a〇s/7ti〇 xuan 79S4- 丨985 香港短篇小説選 19841985 [Anthology of Hong Kong Short Stories 1984-1985] (Hong Kong: Joint Publishing Co., 1988).
6 See Hai_ Xin 海辛，ed. Ha/_
海 辛 卷 [14/〇r々s by Ha/_ X/川 （Hong Kong: bint Publishing Co.,
1988).

like a music composition: The tears and cries of people, whether they be the victims or
the robbers, seem to be one of several instruments; while the typhoon, the sea waves
and the repeated silence of heaven and earth in front of the human disaster complete
the symphony. This dramatic effect plays an active part in the rather linear narrative
development.
Hai Xin's story relates a kind of joke. Four old men, who are retired but still feel
themselves very active, are saddened by the demolition of a restaurant where they
drink tea every morning. They take the opportunity to use the beautiful antique items
from this restaurant that have been discarded to build a house on the beach, just when
the Dragonboat Festival occurs, so that people who come to the beach to see the boat
race could also see their creative work: the house. In this lively story， I have the feeling
that Hai Xin wants to create a musical atmosphere, with the quartet of old men, with
an architectural speciality for each of them and with their voices coming together in
harmony to fight the destruction of the tradition and the narrowness of most human
relationships.
Regarding the use of the Chinese language in these two stories, the length of the
sentences, the mode of exposition, placing the protagonists who conduct the narrative
in the forefront, are closer to modern language with a narrative that develops time in a
continuous fashion, even if there are ancient expressions as well as many proverbs
and literary quotations imbedded within.
A last remark on music and writing. Many stories include Cantonese expressions.
This musical and lively language does contribute to the musical composition of the
writing, implicitly and explicitly. It is in no way coincidental that the four old men in
Hai Xin's story are said to ]ike to gather and sing Cantonese popular songs.
Having discussed space, I will now explore the time dimension in contemporary
Hong Kong narrative. Here again, I shall refer to two short stories. The two stories are
nDao he
島和大陸 （"Islands and Continents'’)， written by Leung Ping-kwan 梁
first published in 1987, and then republished in 19997and1'Ai chi xiaoye de erge
he
biaon 愛吃消夜的二哥和夜光蘇 （"Second Brother the Late Night Snack
Eater and his Glow-in-the-Dark Watch”)， written by Lo Kwai-cheung 羅貴祥 in 1996.8
The two writers share some major elements: They are Hong Kong people; they were
7 Ye Si 也斯， Dao
2002) .

da/u 島和大陸 [/s/ands and Co/if/ne咕 ] (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press,

8 See Xu Zi-dong 許子東,ed,
d/a/ip/an x/aos/iuo xuan 7996-7 997 香港短篇小説選 19961997 [Anthology of Hong Kong Short Stories 1996-1997] (Hong Kong; Joint Publishing Co., 2000).

educated bilingually; they both spent several years attending university in the U.S.;
and finally today they are teaching in Hong Kong universities.
The story "Islands and Continents" is a long and profound meditation on existence,
mainly through the travels of a protagonist who expresses his thoughts at different
periods of his life. There are sequences in Hong Kong and in the U.S. as well as in
China. We can sense a real expression of time that lasts over years (and places).
Meanwhile, the total duration is contained in the thinking process of the protagonist,
with various remembrances.
In a fashion similar to the writing of Tao Ran, the presence of the sea, the oscil
lating movement of the water exerts an influence on the atmosphere of skepticism
that pervades the text. But, considered from another point of view, the mood appears
as quite different. In Tao Ran's writing, sentences are written with a nervous rhythm (a
feeling of struggle for life); even if the story focuses on one main protagonist, it broadly
comments on the community of human beings — there are five hundred people who
are escaping on 仕te boat By contrast, in Leung Ping-kwan’s story, t;he accent is put on
individuality. The focal point is the thinking of a protagonist, and this element shapes
the very narrative: A long and slow wandering which results in long sentences that are
full of hesitations, repetitions and hypotheses. Even if the thinking process relies mostly
on past events and feelings, its development and its function in the story are oriented
toward the present. There is an attempt for the protagonist to make his way in this life
and, for the writer, to transform it into a creative expression. Thinking and writing are
very close here.
When I consider the linguistic expression of this story, I am struck by its tempo:
long sentences in which the rhythm of expression seems to follow the succession of
thoughts; and the active position, in the sentence, of the speaking subject who orga
nizes the way he wants to tell the story. This point is obviously quite different from
what I said about the previous writers, where the individual dimension was not so
clear, if it even exists at all.
The fact that Leung Ping-kwan is familiar with the English language, is reading
works in English and is translating some writings, may partly explain his use of the
original Chinese language. I see also that in the other fields of literary writing in which
Leung Ping-kwan has distinguished himself—poetry especially—the style is not the
same. It is as if in the realm of narrative the influence of English and the mark of this
language on Leung Ping-kwan's creative mood afford him new possibilities of
experimentation.
Finally， I move to the story written by Lo Kwai-cheung. It relates the experience

of a young man who comes back to Hong Kong after several years spent in the U.S.
and wishes to invite his mother to see a movie. They have very different reactions to
the movie. Throughout the work, various and numerous references are made to time.
From frequent inclusion to such words as "suddenly” to the description of Hong Kong
life with its stress on time and crowds of people. It seems that everybody on the one
hand is swept up in the collective and urgent rhythm of life and, on the other hand,
each tries to elaborate his view on things and existence through his own eyes and
subjective time. In this respect, the story is similar to the one by Leung Ping-kwan:
Subjectivity has definitely imposed itself as the primary mode of literary expression.
In Lo Kwai-cheungfs story, in addition to the highly introspective quality of the
individual characters, the author makes some specific comments on the topic of time
through his use of language. While the mother is frequently described with words
such as "before" and "as in 仕le old days'1to convey the idea that her time and views are
rigid and fixed in a past state, her son, the main protagonist, is moving among different
times. From past years lived in the U.S. to earlier years of his childhood in Hong Kong,
to the present with the background of the movie he is watching, his perceptions of
time are highly varied Interestingly, the multiple use of the character "沾 e” 着 〇:he
gerund), which expresses a duration or a continuation of time, occurs when the pro
tagonist thinks of something very important to him. It functions like a focal point in a
movie, or an varret sur image'' as we say in French, and it clearly introduces something
new in the narrative， which forces people to notice tiiat this is something special appearing in the mind of the protagonist.
In the general style of the story, which is, like the one by Leung Ping-kwan, oriented toward present time through a subjective approach， I see the artistic expression
of film as a means used by the writer to go further in his exploration of time in literature.
The cinematic experience may function here as a source of inspiration (the pro
tagonists think of many things in relation to films) or as a means of narrative
progression — although not pervasively or forcefully, but somehow in the same
way as I said it operates in the work of Xi Xi and the paintings by Magritte.
In conclusion, I have considered some levels of the "stratigraphy" found in Hong
Kong literature, focusing on Chinese expression as a means to articulate cultural as
well as individual perspectives. I think that the openness to other cultures, whether
paintings, movies, other literatures or the English language, brings challenges not only
to the presence of Chinese expression in a multicultural space like Hong Kong, but
also to the exploration of original possibilities inside the Chinese language.
Spaces, which are often experienced as closed in, recede when opened up. Time is

often hesitating. The writers experiment with various time expressions. Nevertheless,
in the almost totality of the writings studied here, the duration is finally encapsulated
in one unique moment — the present time and present thinking which takes prece
dence in these works. Is it Chinese — written in an assumed present tense because
tense does not exist in the Chinese language? Is it Western modernity? The point is
that we observe here the modernity of a writing in the present.
Things are not set forever, and what has happened in the preceding decades may
not appear again. For instance, people coming from China are entering a different environment now. What do the present and the future situations in Hong Kong provide as
writing conditions for the writers is another big question， especially if it is no longer
possible for them to write regularly in newspapers, and if publication is not easy in
Hong Kong? I guess that new situation will bring new fields which will give the writ
ers the possibility to create works, with the current tools, including the language, which
are theirs.

